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The national bestseller&#151;updated for the new stock market!"Read the book if you want to know

how the market works and how to make it work for you." &#151;Greg Capra, president of

Pristine.com, coauthor of Tools and Tactics for the Master Day Trader"By using the tools, trading

tactics and strategies revealed in...A Beginner's Guide to Day Trading Online, you will be armed

with the skills needed to help you win your battle with the markets." &#151;Steve Nison, CMT,

president, www.candlecharts.com, author of Japenese Candlestick Charting Techniques"Read this

book, and, two, reread this book. It will help you achieve your trading goal, which is to make money

in the markets. Every trader, from a beginner to the advanced professional, should have this book!"

&#151;John Person, CTA, president, Nationalfutures.com"There are only a handful of trading

educators that I would recommend listening to and...Toni Turner is one of them." &#151;Hubert

Senters, www.tradethemarkets.comDay trading is highly profitable&#151;and highly tumultuous.

Moreover, the financial markets have changed considerably in recent years. Expert author Toni

Turner gives you the latest information for mastering the markets, including:Decimalization of stock

pricesNew trading products such as E-minis and Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)Precision entries

and exitsThe new breed of trader Written in an accessible, step-by-step manner, A Beginner's

Guide to Day Trading Online, 2nd Edition shows how to day-trade stocks in today's market.
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Toni Turner is the bestselling author of A Beginner's Guide to Day Trading Online, 1st Edition, A

Beginner's Guide to Short-Term Trading and  Short-Term Trading in the New Stock Market An



investor/trader with fourteen years' experience, she is a popular educator and speaker at financial

conferences and trading forums across the country. Toni has appeared on NBC, MSNBC, CNN,

CNNfn, and CNBC's Power Lunch, with Bill Griffith. She has been interviewed on dozens of radio

programs and featured in CBSMarketWatch.com, Fortune magazine, and Bloomberg Personal

Finance. She currently serves as a consultant to Townsend Analytics, Ltd. Ms. Turner resides in

Southern CA.

I loved the simplicity of explanations but never felt like the details were skipped. Great book. I go

over the concepts again and again. I love her disciplined approach and teach through example

style.

This lady has a knack for explaining complex topics in easy-to-understand language. This was the

fist stock trading book I've ever read and it set out a sound foundation for my further studies in day

and swing trading. She emphasizes the high risk of day trading and explain why certain moves are

risky.

I'm a new day trader and have been taking various courses for over a year. I found this book filled

many knowledge gaps for me. For example, it explains the daily schedule of the market; what

indicators to use when and why, and explained them in simple terms. I did not know for example

that some indicators are better for swing trades and others for momentum trades, etc. She covered

basic charting patterns that are essential to trading and offered good advice for entries, stop losses,

and targets. I think this is great primer for trading technique.Some one-star reviewers said she

focuses on stocks, which is true, but I think futures, options, and forex were beyond the scope of

this beginner book. Yes, she also focuses on swing trading, which is not really day trading, so I can

see the reviewers' issues with that, but over all I think this is a terrific book for the beginner. BTW,

she was a real trader and not just a journalist turned author as some one-star reviewers suggest.

This book is exactly what I was looking. I was not looking for a book on investing, that's what my

$70k worth of Finance and Accounting degrees provided. I wanted a book that helped me

understand the market and trading better, and this book did very well for me. In fact, it still does well

for me.I finally hit my minimum balance and started conservatively trading away using all of the

techniques I could remember. I had a solid exit and entrance strategy, stuck to the 2% loss rule, and

avoided the fear/greed aspect of trading. The markets are definitely not easy to read, but this book



gives you just enough confidence to navigate the many, many nuances of the trading world. For a

complete beginner, I feel so much more confident and have been able to spot the start of a trend

almost immediately.If you are looking for a book on investments, you need to go elsewhere. This is

a book on day trading.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book and have learned quite a bit more than I thought I would. I am new to

day trading and am trying to learn all I can before I dive head first into this circus. I highly

recommend this book. It will not give you everything you need to know, but it is a good starting

point.

She tells it like it is, pay attention.

Really great book and easy to understand.

Love this read information and the conversation style in which it was presented
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